SECTION 2

COM 225
Presentation Guidelines

Name _____________________

Exordium
Attention getter
Establish Ethos
Relate topic to audience

Narration
State thesis/main argument CLEARLY

Partition
Preview main points/arguments

Confirmation
Clearly discuss and elaborate on main points/arguments
Support arguments with evidence
(examples, quotes from artifact, arguments from other sources…)

Refutation
Anticipate counter arguments and answer them

Peroration
Summarize your thesis/main argument and main points
Use pathos and ethos
Leave audience with something to remember

Delivery
Is the language adopted clear, appropriate, and vivid?
Is the speech presented extemporaneously (NOT reading)?
Is the speech presented with enthusiasm?

Time MUST be between 3:30 and 5:30 minutes

-Practice your speech
-DO NOT READ, speak to your audience
-Present your ideas clearly, show you care and smile!
Topic: _______________________________________________________

Affirmative: __________________________________________________

Negative: ____________________________________________________

Arguments Presented in the Debate:

Affirmative/Negative Opening P A G O

Clarity P A G O

Organization P A G O

Establish Ethos P A G O

Connect to Audience P A G O

Use of evidence P A G O
- Examples
- Facts/Statistics

TIME: ______

Questions:

Address each other’s arguments P A G O

Build upon your/opponent’s arguments P A G O

Use of additional evidence P A G O

TIME: ______

Concluding speeches:

Present additional arguments P A G O

Respond to opponent’s arguments P A G O

Use of additional evidence P A G O

TIME: ______
Delivery:  
- Eye Contact  
- Energy/Natural Tone

Critique and Evaluation:

P Poor  
A Average  
G Good  
O Outstanding